OF INNOVATIVE PIPE JOIN
AND REPAIR SOLUTIONS
Who We Are
Krausz Industries develops, designs, and manufactures market-leading
smart products for repairing and connecting different types of pipes for
potable water and sewage.
Krausz offers a broad portfolio of solutions, including standard size
products that range from 40 mm to 1800 mm and custom-made products
according to customers’ requirements.
Through our international distribution network and our fully-owned
subsidiary in the US, we now offer a global reach.

Our Philosophy
Krausz is a company built by industry experts with extensive field experience.
Therefore, we can better understand the problems and challenges of the
installer and provide real solutions.
Our broad-based R&D department allows us to constantly develop new
technologies and solutions that are second to none, implemented in the
field by water utilities worldwide.

Our Tradition
In more than 90 years of industry leadership, and millions of installations
worldwide, Krausz has earned a solid global reputation for developing a
full line of innovative solutions that meet installers’ needs.
Across the board, Krausz products, designed for ease of installation, save
costs by minimizing manpower requirements and simplifying inventory,
and enhance safety by reducing time in the ditch.
Offering extreme durability and outstanding connection flexibility, Krausz
products expertly meet immediate connection and repair needs and
prevent future pipe damage, delivering long-lasting value.

REPAMAX® Versatile Openable Stainless Steel Wide-Range Couplings
Krausz REPAMAX/REPAFLEX products provide a highly versatile
stainless steel coupling solution for connecting and repairing a wide
variety of water and wastewater pipes of different materials. This
family of products also stands out for its exceptional durability and
flexibility and its best fit for aggressive soil conditions. Krausz
REPAMAX/REPAFLEX can join pipes with the same or different
diameters and repair holes and cracks. This multi-functionality,
together with unique, extra-wide tolerance, enables smaller
inventories, saving cost and shelf space.

HYMAX®

Wide-Range Coupling Solutions

Krausz HYMAX wide range coupling solutions feature advanced
engineering and innovative design, enabling fast installation,
outstanding flexibility, and extreme durability in varied conditions.
These benefits make the Krausz HYMAX the high-performance,
cost-effective choice for a broad variety of applications. An advanced
product that set a new industry standard, the Krausz HYMAX product
line has been field-proven in millions of installations worldwide.

HYMAX 2 Flip Gasket

HYMAX® GRIP

Wide-Range Restraint Solutions

*Product families for European market. For complete portfolio please refer to Krausz website at
www.krausz.com
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Krausz HYMAX GRIP reliably joins and restrains a wide range of
piping types and diameters. Its patented design allows the joining of
pipes of the same or different materials and diameters with
unmatched ease. This innovative restraint coupling solution, has a
unique radial gripping system suitable for both metal and plastic
pipes. Made of highly durable ductile iron, Krausz HYMAX GRIP is the
perfect choice for a fast and reliable restrained connection.

